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SANTA FE – Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham on Wednesday issued the following statement on the 
breakthrough in the New Mexico Legislature that will make New Mexico the next U.S. state to 
legalize adult-use cannabis and comprehensively address past low-level convictions: 
“This is a significant victory for New Mexico. Workers will benefit from the opportunity to build 
careers in this new economy. Entrepreneurs will benefit from the opportunity to create lucrative 
new enterprises. The state and local governments will benefit from the additional revenue. 
Consumers will benefit from the standardization and regulation that comes with a bona fide 
industry. And those who have been harmed by this country’s failed war on drugs, 
disproportionately communities of color, will benefit from our state’s smart, fair and equitable new 
approach to past low-level convictions. 
“There were more than a few significant breakthroughs in the 60-day session. This is yet another 
one. As New Mexicans know, I have advocated and pushed and negotiated for this measure, and 
I am immensely proud and humbled to have seen it through. But that feeling is dwarfed by the 
gratitude I feel for the well-informed advocates, to the community members from all across the 
state – urban and rural, from every region– who have been committed to lobbying for this, to the 
leaders in the Legislature who helped us cross this major threshold. 
“Congratulations and thank you to Rep. Javier Martinez, Rep. Andrea Romero, Rep. Debbie 
Armstrong, Sen. Linda Lopez, Sen. Katy Duhigg and Sen. Jerry Ortiz y Pino for their efforts not 
only tonight, and during this special session, but for years. Without their advocacy and 
commitment, we would not be here. 
“This is a good bill. This special session was a success. And the work of making sure that this 
industry is a success, that New Mexicans are able to reap the full economic and social benefit of 
legalized adult-use cannabis, that workplace and roadway safety are assured to the greatest 
degree possible – that work will go on. Change never comes easily and rarely does it occur as 
quickly as we might like. But with this major step forward, we are signaling more clearly than ever 
before that we are ready, as a state, to truly break new ground, to think differently about 
ourselves and our economic future, to fearlessly invest in ourselves and in the limitless potential 
of New Mexicans. 
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